
 
 
 
 

Bel Canto T.H.E. SHOW Newport Beach Report! 

Featuring the C7R DAC Receiver and CD3T Transport 

 
Bel Canto Design is indescribably happy to have exhibited at T.H.E. Show Newport 

Beach. We had a great time; there was a great vibe and a lot of happy visitors.  

 

The superb-sounding show system consisted of the new C7R DAC Integrated Amp with Tuner (and so 

much more -- click here), CD3T Transport (click here), and a VPI Classic One turntable with a JMW 10.5 

arm and Soundsmith The Voice cartridge. Speakers were Joseph Audio Pulsars and a mix of Cardas Clear 

Light and Clear cable. "Best reasonably-priced system at the show," one enthusiastic listener felt obliged 

to declare. Bel Canto's room was almost always packed with visitors with Jeff Joseph doing his finest 

demos.  

 

Left to right below: PJ Zornosa (National Sales Manager Bel Canto) and Michael McCormick (President 

and International Sales) bookending a rack with the Bel Canto C7R DAC/Receiver and a CD3T Transport 

and VPI turntable. Next over is the system without flanking staff, then Jeff Joseph strikes a pose with his 

very polished-sounding Pulsars, on Cardas cable. Last on the right the ribbon cutting ceremony with left 

to right John Atkinson (editor Stereophile) then Michael Fremer (Stereophile/AnalogPlanet.com), David 

Robinson (editor Positive Feedback Online) and Robert Harley (editor TAS) to the right.  

  

The C7R DAC Integrated Amp  

Amp Section Based on REF150 • Includes Tuner/Phono Stage! 

The C7R is a fine-sounding, amazingly cool-running, high-powered but low-power-usage analog and 

digital media center. So it’s a receiver, right? WRONG! It’s a no-compromise, super compact system-in-

one based on award-winning technology that runs so cool it can be put anywhere. Add a Bel Canto CD3T 

Transport and you’ve got a powerful, fine-sounding system in two sturdy, all-steel anti-resonance half-

width cases. Connect your computer, CD player, turntable, cable box or game console, a pair of speakers 

and you’re ready to roll.  

 

http://www.scullcommunications.com/pressresources/bel_canto/bc_c7r_rel.pdf
http://www.scullcommunications.com/pressresources/bel_canto/bc_cd3t_rel.pdf


The C7R is loaded with inputs -- two 24/192 SPDIF, two 24/192 TOSLINK, and one 24/96 USB, MM Phono 

and Analog Line Level in. Outputs are WBT Nextgen™ Speaker Connectors plus RCA Line and Headphone 

Output.  

 

The DAC features very low jitter allied with a high-isolation, low-noise power supply. The REF150S-based 

power supply includes the REF-series filter board. Advanced engineering details abound; 0.1% audio 

grade resistors, class-A output control circuitry, and low-noise power supply components. The stereo 

amplifier section is based on an elegant switching output stage that eliminates thermal distortion 

caused by changes in operating temperature. Plus there’s a new, informative, easy-to-read display.  

 

Below a good perspective of the room just before opening on Friday, Michael McCormick makes sure 

Bel Canto matters are covered! 5… 4… 3… 2… 1… the show begins and the crowds flood in! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“Audio, cars, cigars and gourmet food are the themes of the T.H.E. Newport Show,” enthused Bob Levi 
President of the Los Angeles and Orange County Audio Society. Below left Upscale Audio’s Kevin Deal’s 
Ferrari – who now carries Bel Canto – and his REAL car, a BMW Isetta! Other Ferraris made an 
appearance, along with a couple of tasty looking Bentleys and an Aston Martin. Be a good fellow and 
pass the Grey Poupon… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to everyone who came in… 

See you at Rocky Mountain!  
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